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Abstract—Wireless heterogeneous networks have emerged as a
new paradigm to meet the fast increasing wireless capacity and
coverage demands. Coordinated Multipoint Processing (CoMP)
and Precoding are two promising techniques to further improve
the network capacity and spectral efficiency. This paper presents
an optimal intra-cell CoMP resource allocation scheme in a
wireless heterogeneous network and explores the TomlinsonHarashima Precoding (THP) in the physical layer to reduce the
inter-user interference. The objective is to maximize the aggregate
proportional rates in the system. We derive an asymptotically
optimal solution for resource allocation by using a gradient
descent based scheduling and KKT conditions for optimality.
Simulation results demonstrate the system proportional fairness
capacity gain of proposed resource allocation scheme and this
resource management framework provides a guideline for future
radio resource management in wireless heterogeneous networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Driven by the proliferation of wireless devices and applications, future wireless systems are required to support
various applications at a much higher capacity and a higher
spectral efﬁciency. Heterogeneous network is a key technology
adopted in 3GPP LTE-Advanced to realize a higher spectrum
efﬁciency. Deploying base stations (BSs) of diverse sizes
and capacities, heterogeneous network can provide end users
various accessing capabilities and coverage needs [1]. In
contrast to a macro-BS (MBS), a pico-BS (PBS) has a smaller
transmit power and thus a smaller footprint for capacity expansion or coverage enhancement in a hotspot or in an indoor
environment. PBSs overlay with MBSs and usually have full
radio resource management capabilities. The coexistence of
PBSs and MBSs forms a wireless heterogeneous network.
Without proper mobile association, interference management
and resource allocation schemes, the PBSs may suffer severe
interference from neighboring MBSs and thus their resources
may not be effectively utilized [2].
In this paper, we consider an orthogonal-frequency-divisionmultiplexing access (OFDMA) based wireless heterogeneous
network. A user equipment (UE) can be either associated with
a MBS or a PBS based on different association criteria. In a
range-expansion based mobile association scheme [3], a UE
may attach to the BS that is closest. However, by doing so, UEs
located in the cell edge of the PBSs could be exposed to the
strong interference from nearby high power MBSs, which will
need advanced interference management schemes or otherwise

may result in the degradation of user experience and spectral
efﬁciency. Recently, intra-cell Coordinated Multipoint Processing (CoMP) has been considered as an important technique to
improve the performance for UEs at cell edge. Its application
in a wireless heterogeneous network resource allocation has
been addressed in [4]- [9]. The MBSs and PBSs can coordinate
on scheduling and data transmission among adjacent cells to
improve the coverage and cell edge signal quality [2], [10].
In addition, precoding applies an appropriate weight to the
signal emitted from each of the transmit antennas so that the
signal power is maximized at the receivers. Precoding can be
combined with CoMP technique to further improve the cell
edge user performance. In our proposed resource allocation
framework, we employ Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding [11]
so that a MBS and a PBS can serve two UEs on the same
resource simultaneously and achieve more efﬁcient utilization
of radio resources.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we introduce the wireless heterogeneous network
model and CoMP + THP precoder design. We then formulate
an optimal CoMP + precoding based scheduling problem
to maximize the aggregate proportional system throughput
in Section III. In Section IV, we develop an asymptotically
optimal solution to the problem we formulate in Section III.
Numerical analysis and discussions are presented in Section
V. The paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. N ETWORK M ODEL AND P RECODER D ESIGN
In this paper we consider downlink communication in a
wireless heterogeneous network shown in Fig.1. Each cell
is divided into several sectors and each sector is equipped
with one MBS and Nr PBSs. We use N0,i to represent the
MBS in sector i and Nj,i to represent the jth PBS in sector
i. In total Nu UEs are uniformly distributed in the network
which has Nc sectors. We assume all the MBSs have the
same transmit power Pm , which is higher than the PBS’s
transmit power Pp . UEs falling into a MBS’s coverage range
are associated with the MBS and are denoted as macro-UE
(MUE) (Fig.2-a). The second type, denoted as pico-UE (PUE),
locates closely to a PBS and is associated with a PBS. The
third type, denoted as cooperative UE (CUE), locates at the
extended coverage area of a PBS and is associated with the
PBS. It receives cooperative transmissions from the MBS and

the PBS (Fig.2-b,c) in order to mitigate the interference from
the MBS that causes the strongest interference. We divide
the total frequency band into F resource blocks (RBs) and
each UE can be assigned with an integer number of RBs
at time t. Each node (MBS or PBS) is equipped with only
one antenna. However, for the CUEs that receive cooperative
transmissions or joint processing from both MBS and PBS,
we can view the two transmitting nodes as two antennas, thus
forming a network MIMO for the CUEs. In order to maximize
the sum throughput in a network MIMO system, we allow two
CUEs to simultaneously receive from the same MBS and PBS
(Fig.2-c) by applying THP precoding algorithm [11], which
can eliminate co-user interference between the two CUEs that
receive from the same nodes and that use the same radio
resource. We ﬁrst formulate a 2 × 2 channel matrix H
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Fig. 1.

Heterogeneous Networks Model.

 

 

 

Based on [11], the precoding matrix is expressed as




W = FB−1 J.

(2)








Matrices F, B and J are computed in the following,
H∗ = QR∗ ;

B = GR; F = Q;
1
1
r11
r22
G = diag[
]; J = diag[
], (3)
|r11 | |r22 |
|r11 | |r22 |
Where Q is a unitary matrix or semi-unitary matrix and R is
a lower triangle matrix. rkk is the diagonal element of R in
the kth row and J is a local phase adjustment matrix which is
used to combine the channel gains coherently at the UE. The
received signal y = [y1 y2 ]T at the CUE is
y

=
=

HWx + n = HFB−1 Jx + n


 

r11 0
x1
n1
+
.
0 r22
x2
n2

(4)

The corresponding downlink received signal-to-interferencenoise-ratio (SINR) for MUE, PUE and CUE can be evaluated
as follows.
SINRfk,0,i (t) =

Pm |hfk,0,i (t)|2
Nr
Nc
Nc 


N0 + |hfk,0,i (t)|2 Pm +
|hfk,j  ,i (t)|2 Pp
i =1,i =i

SINRfk,j,i (t) =

i =1 j  =1

Pp |hfk,j,i (t)|2



(6)





Fig. 2. Service Modes: (a) No CoMP; (b) CoMP without precoding; (c)
CoMP with precoding

Here, hfk,0,i (t) is the channel gain of the f th RB at time t
between node N0,i and UE k, and hfk,j,i (t) is the channel
gain of the f th RB at time t between node Nj,i and UE k.
They both include long-term path loss, shadowing and short
f
is the equivalent
term fading due to multipath and mobility. r11
f
channel gain of the f th RB between node N0,i and CUE1. r22
is the equivalent channel gain of the f th RB between node Nj,i
and CUE2. N0 is the variance of the additive white Gaussian
noise. Given SINR, the unit achievable data rate in terms of
bit/s/Hz for each UE can be calculated using Shannon formula.

(5)

i =1





Nc 
Nr
Nc


N0 +
|hfk,j  ,i (t)|2 Pp +
|hfk,0,i (t)|2 Pm
i =1 j  =1
(i ,j  )=(i,j)



Rab = log(1 + SINRba ),
for a = ((k, 0, i), (k, j, i)) and b = (f, (c, f )). (8)

III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

Our objective is to optimize the network long-term spectrum
efﬁciency
and service fairness. Towards that end, we need to
=
Nc 
Nr
Nc
1)
properly
decide the association for each UE, and 2) properly


N0 +
|hfk,j  ,i (t)|2 Pp +
|hfk,0,i (t)|2 Pmallocate RBs to the UEs. In order to expand the PBS’s coverage
i =1 j  =1
i =1,i =i
range so that each PBS’s resource can serve more UEs, we
(i ,j  )=(i,j)
(7) choose a range-expansion based mobile association scheme
i = 1, · · ·, Nc ; j = 1, · · ·, Nr ; k = 1, · · ·, Nu .
[3]. The kth UE will attach to the node N(i∗ ,j ∗ ) based on the

SINRc,f
k,j,i (t)

f
|r11(22)
(t)|2

following criterion
(i∗ , j ∗ )k = arg

max

i∈{1,··· ,Nc },j∈{0,1,··· ,Nr }

(|hk,j,i |2 /θi,j ), (9)

where θi,0 = 1 and 1 < θi,j < (Pm /Pp ), for j > 0. We denote
xk,0,i as the decision variable to indicate the association status
between the kth UE and N0,i . Speciﬁcally,

1 if kth UE is associated with N0,i
(10)
xk,0,i =
0
otherwise.
xk,j,i is similarly deﬁned for UEs associated with PBSs.
Each
UE can only be associated with one node, i.e.,
N c 
Nr
c,f
i=1
j=0 xk,j,i ≤ 1, ∀k. Furthermore, xk,j,i (t) is used
to denote if CoMP is used or not at each scheduling cycle
t. xc,f
k,j,i (t) = 1 indicates that UE k is jointly served on
RB f by Nj,i and N0,i while xc,f
k,j,i (t) = 0 indicates UE k
receives transmission only from Nj,i on RB f . Unlike xk,j,i or
xk,0,i , which are decided during the mobile association stage,
xc,f
k,j,i (t) is decided at t based on the instantaneous channel
state. We denote K0,i as the set of MUEs associated with
N0,i , Kj,i as the set of PUEs associated with Nj,i . At t, we
c,f
(t) that are associated with
also decide the set of CUEs Kj,i
Nj,i but are the candidates for joint processing by Nj,i and
N0,i on RB f .
c,f
Kj,i
(t) = {k ∈ Kj,i |SINRfk,j,i (t) < α},

(11)

where α is the SINR threshold that decides the CoMP set.
In order to formulate the scheduling problem, we introduce
the following variables. nfk,0,i (t) = 1(0) denotes that the f th
RB is (is not) assigned to the kth MUE by N0,i at time t.
nfk,j,i (t) = 1(0) denotes that the f th RB is (is not) assigned
to the kth PUE by Nj,i at time t, nc,f
k,j,i (t) = 1(0) denotes that
the f th RB is (is not) assigned to the kth CUE served by Nj,i
and N0,i at time t. Let n(t) = {nfk,0,i (t), nfk,j,i (t), nc,f
k,j,i (t)}.
We use proportional fairness as the performance metric to
ensure a good tradeoff between spectrum efﬁciency and fairness. The optimization problem with a long-term proportional
fair resource allocation is thus formulated as

log(Rk (t))
(12)
[P1 ] U (R(t)) := max
n(t)

k

subject to
Nu

k=1

xk,0,i nfk,0,i (t) +

Nr 
Nu

j=1 k=1

Tc is the size of time window for moving average, and Sk is
the moving average system throughput, which is expressed as
Sk (τ )

=
+

Nc 
Nr
F 



f
f
xk,j,i (1 − xc,f
k,j,i (τ ))Rk,j,i (τ )nk,j,i (τ )

f =1 i=1 j=0
c,f
c,f
xk,j,i xc,f
k,j,i (τ )Rk,j,i (τ )nk,j,i (τ )

(17)

where we set xc,f
k,0,i (τ ) = 0 for notational consistency.
By solving nfk,j,i (t) and nc,f
k,j,i (t) in P1 , we can ﬁnd the
allocated UE for each RB. The problem is a 0-1 Knapsack
problem and is NP-hard. We ﬁrst relax the integers nfk,j,i (t)
f
and nc,f
k,j,i (t) into real numbers, i.e., nk,j,i (t) ∈ [0, 1] and
nc,f
k,j,i (t) ∈ [0, 1]. By doing so, (13) is the resource constraint
for each RB at the MBSs. The ﬁrst term in (13) represents the
portion of RB f used by MUEs, and the second term in (13)
computes the portion of the RB f used at the MBS to serve the
CUEs. Similarly, (14) gives the resource constraint for each
RB at the PBS. The ﬁrst term represents the portion of RB f
used by PUEs with no CoMP while the second term represents
the portion of RB f used by the PUEs with CoMP, i.e., CUEs.
As a multicarrier proportional fair scheduling problem, it is
hard to ﬁnd the optimal solution of P1 directly [12]. Considering practical implementation, we apply the gradient descent
based scheduling algorithm in [13], which proved that the
gradient descent based scheduling algorithm asymptotically
converges to the optimal solution. In the next section, based
on the gradient descent based scheduling algorithm, we show
how to optimally allocate resources in such a heterogeneous
network.
IV. A N A SYMPTOTICALLY O PTIMAL R ADIO R ESOURCE
S CHEDULING S CHEME
Using the gradient-based scheduling framework, the system
parameters are chosen to maximize the drift of the objective
function at each subframe, given as
U (R(t + 1)) − U (R(t))
Nu


=
log Rk (t) +  Sk (t + 1) − Sk (t − Tc + 1)
k=1

−


log Rk (t)

=

Nu

k=1

c,f
xk,j,i xc,f
k,j,i (t)nk,j,i (t) ≤ 1

,

−

Nu

k=1

1
Sk (t + 1)
Rk (t)

1
Sk (t − Tc + 1) + O(2 ),
Rk (t)

(18)

for i = 1, · · · , Nc , f = 1, · · · , F
(13)
where  = 1/Tc and the second equality is obtained using
Nu

ﬁrst order Taylor expansion. Since only the ﬁrst term in
c,f
f
c,f
c,f
xk,j,i (1 − xk,j,i (t))nk,j,i (t) +
xk,j,i xk,j,i (t)nk,j,i (t) ≤ 1
(18) depends on future decisions and constraints (13)-(15) are
k=1
k=1
set on a per RB basis, we can formulate the gradient-based
(14)
for i = 1, · · · , Nc , j = 1, · · · , Nr , f = 1, · · · , F
scheduling problem for each RB f as [P2 ]:
(15)
nfk,j,i (t) = 0 or 1 and nc,f
k,j,i (t) = 0 or 1, ∀i, j, k, f,
Nc 
Nr
Nu 

f
f
where
[xk,j,i (1 − xc,f
max
k,j,i (t))Rk,j,i (t)nk,j,i (t)
t
n(t)

1
k=1 i=1 j=0
Sk (τ ),
(16)
Rk (t) =
Tc
(19)
+(xk,j,i xc,f (t)Rc,f (t)nc,f (t)]/Rk (t − 1)
Nu


τ =t−Tc +1

k,j,i

k,j,i

k,j,i

subject to (13)-(15). By gradient-based scheduling, multicarrier scheduling problem P1 can be decomposed into multiple single-carrier scheduling problem P2 . P2 only consists of
linear objective function and linear constraints with variables
nfk,j,i (t) and nc,f
k,j,i (t). Thus it is a convex problem.
A. Optimal Resource Scheduling Scheme by Solving the KKT
Conditions
For convex optimization problems, the KKT conditions are
necessary and sufﬁcient for optimality. Optimal solution for
the convex optimization problem P2 can thus be solved from
the KKT conditions. By introducing Lagrangian multipliers
f
c,f
(t) and νk,j,i
(t), the Lagrangian function
λfi (t), μfj,i (t), νk,j,i
of P2 is shown in (20).
Our goal is to ﬁnd at time t, for each RB f in each
sector i, the optimal MUE index k0∗ , the optimal PUE index
∗
, and the optimal CUE index k2∗ for N0,i , Nj,i , and
k1,j
their joint processing, respectively. It also needs to decide the
∗
∗
(t) and nc,f
corresponding optimal nfk,j,i
k,j,i (t) values. Towards
this end, we ﬁrst formulate the KKT conditions stated in [9]
and [14], then we solve the optimal Lagrangian multipliers as
follows.
λfi ∗ (t) = max{λfi,A (t), λfi,j∗,B (t)},

is chosen to be the highest among all the gains under different
strategies, and the corresponding UE is assigned with the RB.
Based on the obtained λfi (t) value, the optimal value of
f
μj,i (t) can be calculated from (22). It can be considered as
the proportional fairness gain at Nj,i by serving the selected
PUE. Speciﬁcally, the term Rkf1,j ,j,i (t)/Rk1,j (t−1) is the gain
of serving the k1 th PUE by Nj,i .
Based on the derived optimal Lagrangian multiplier values,
we consider the following two cases in ﬁnding the optimal k0∗ ,
∗
∗
∗
k1,j
, k2∗ , nfk,j,i
(t), and nc,f
k,j,i (t) values for each RB f in each
sector i at time t .
Case − 1: λfi,A (t) ≥ λfi,j∗,B (t)
In this case, we have
λfi (t)

= max

k0 ∈K0,i

Rkf0 ,0,i (t)

Rk0 (t − 1)

,

(28)

and
max

Q⊆Kjc,f
∗ ,i
1

 Rkc,f
∗ (t)
2 ,j ,i
1

k2 ∈Q

Rk2 (t − 1)

< max

k0 ∈K0,i

Rkf0 ,0,i (t)

Rk0 (t − 1)

+

Rkf ∗

1,j

,j1∗ ,i (t)

∗ (t − 1)
Rk1,j

(29)

where
j1∗

 Rkc,f,j,i (t)
2

= arg max
j∈J

max

c,f
Q⊆Kj,i

k2 ∈Q

Rk2 (t − 1)

−

Rkf ∗

1,j

,j,i (t)

.
∗ (t − 1)
Rk1,j
(30)
(22)
μfj,i∗ (t) = max
k1,j ∈Kj,i Rk1,j (t − 1)
The left hand side of the inequalities (29) is the proportional
fairness gain by serving the best two CUEs in the f th RB of
Rkf0 ,0,i (t)
for k0 ∈ K0,i ,
νkf0∗,j,i (t) = λfi ∗ (t) −
(23) N0,i . The right hand side of (29) is the proportional fairness
Rk0 (t − 1)
gain by serving the best MUE on RB f of N0,i and the best
Rkf1,j ,j,i (t)
PUE associated with the Nj1∗ ,i on RB f separately. From (29),
f∗
f∗
for k1,j ∈ Kj,i ,
(24)
νk1,j ,j,i (t) = μj,i (t) −
Rk1,j (t − 1)
we know that the case with λfi,A (t) ≥ λfi,j∗,B (t) corresponds
  Rc,f (t)
Rkf1,j ,j,i (t)  to the scenario where serving the CUE cooperatively on RB
k2 ,j,i
∗
f∗
f by the MBS and the PBS receives a less gain than using
−
max
νkc,f
(t)
=
λ
(t)
−
i
2 ,j,i
Rk2 (t − 1) k1,j ∈Kj,i Rk1,j (t − 1)
the RB for the MUE and the PUE separately. In another word,
k2 ∈Q
c,f
node N0,i .
for k2 ∈ Kj,i (t),
(25) CoMP and precoding shall not be used on RB fc,ffor
∗
(t) > 0 for
Substituting (28) into (22)-(25), we have νk2 ,j,i
c,f
where
all k2 ∈ Kj,i
(t), and we can get the optimal indices for
f
different
UEs.
Rk0 ,0,i (t)
,
(26) The optimal MUE index is
λfi,A (t) = max
k0 ∈K0,i Rk0 (t − 1)
Rkf0 ,0,i (t)
 Rkc,f,j,i (t)
Rkf1,j ,j,i (t)
,
(31)
k0∗ = arg max
f
2
λi,j∗,B (t) = max max
− max
.
k0 ∈K0,i Rk0 (t − 1)
j∈J Q⊆Kc,f
k
∈K
R
(t
−
1)
R
(t
−
1)
1,j
j,i
k
k
2
1,j
j,i k2 ∈Q
and the optimal PUE index is
(27)
Rkf1,j ,j,i (t)
∗
c,f
c,f
k1,j = arg max
.
(32)
Here, J is a set of Nj,i ’s in sector i, Qj,i (t) (dim Qj,i (t) = 2
k1,j ∈Kj,i Rk1,j (t − 1)
c,f
c,f
and Qj,i (t) ⊆ Kj,i (t)) consist of the two CUEs that are
In the case with λfi,A (t) ≥ λfi,j∗,B (t), the optimal strategy
jointly processed by Nj,i and N0,i on RB f by using the
in allocating the f th RB at the tth subframe at node N0,i is to
precoding technique.
f
f
let
N0,i transmit to the k0∗ th MUE on the entire RB f , Nj1 ,i
It can be seen that λi,A (t) and λi,j∗,B (t) represent the
∗
gains in proportional fairness value at node N0,i by different transmit to the k1,j th PUE on the entire RB f .
The optimal nfk,j,i (t) and nc,f
strategies in assigning the f th RB at time t. Speciﬁcally,
k,j,i (t) values for the virtual
f
resource
allocation
problem
can
be solved from (13) and (14)
λi,A (t) calculates the gain in assigning RB f to the best MUE.
f
as
λi,j∗,B (t) calculates the gain in assigning RB f to the best
∗
∗
∗
= 0 for k = k0∗ , nfk,j,i
= 0 for k = k1,j
(33)
nfk,0,i
CUEs in the coverage range of the Nj ∗ ,i . The value of λfi (t)
Rkf1,j ,j,i (t)

(21)

,

f
f
f
c,f
L(nfk,0,i (t), nfk,j,i (t), nc,f
k,j,i (t), λi (t), μj,i (t), νk,j,i (t), νk,j,i (t))

=−

Nc 
Nu 
Nr


1
f
f
c,f
c,f
c,f
xk,j,i (1 − xc,f
k,j,i (t))Rk,j,i (t)nk,j,i (t) + xk,j,i xk,j,i (t)Rk,j,i (t)nk,j,i (t)
Rk (t − 1)

k=1 i=1 j=0

+

Nc

i=1

+

λfi (t)

k=1

Nc 
Nr

i=1 j=1

−

Nu


Nu


μfj,i (t)

k=1

Nc 
Nr 
Nu

i=1 j=0 k=1

∗
nc,f
k,j,i = 0,

xk,0,i nfk,0,i (t) +

0

j=1 k=1

c,f
xk,j,i xc,f
k,j,i (t)nk,j,i (t) − 1

f
xk,j,i (1 − xc,f
k,j,i (t))nk,j,i (t) +

f
νk,j,i
(t)nfk,j,i (t) −

nfk∗∗,0,i (t) = 1,

Nr 
Nu


nfk∗∗

1,j

,j,i (t)

Nc 
Nr 
Nu

i=1 j=1 k=1

= 1.

 Rkc,f,j,i (t)
2

(34)

1,j

,j,i (t)

.
∗ (t − 1)
Rk1,j
(35)
Following the same analysis in Case-1, it is known that
λfi,A (t) < λfi,j∗,B (t) corresponds to a scenario where the
gain in proportional fairness value by serving the CUEs
cooperatively on RB f by the MBS and the PBS is higher
than the gain in using RB f to serve the MUE and the PUE
separately. We can obtain the indices for optimal CUE
= max
j∈J

k2∗

max

c,f
Q⊆Kj,i

k2 ∈Q

= arg max

Rk2 (t − 1)

−

Rkf ∗

 Rkc,f,j ∗ ,i (t)
2

Q⊆Kjc,f
∗ ,i

k2 ∈Q

(36)

Rk2 (t − 1)

and
j ∗ = arg max
j∈J

max

 Rkc,f,j,i (t)
2

c,f
Q⊆Kj,i

k2 ∈Q

Rk2 (t − 1)

−

Rkf ∗

1,j

,j,i (t)

,
∗ (t − 1)
Rk1,j
(37)

∗
value is given in (34).
where kj,1
In the case with λfi,A (t) < λfi,j∗,B (t), the optimal resource
allocation strategy at the tth subframe is to allocate the f th RB
of N0,i and the Nj ∗ ,i to jointly serve the k2∗ th CUE, allocate
the f th RB of the PBS with index j ∈ J , j = j ∗ to serve the
∗
th RUE.
k1,j
The optimal nfk,j,i (t) and nc,f
k,j,i (t) values for the virtual
resource allocation problem can be solved from (13)-(14) as
∗
f∗
∗
∗
nc,f
k,j,i = 0 for k = k2 , nk,j,i = 0 for k = k1,j

(38)

∗
nfk,0,i
= 0,

(39)

nfk∗∗

1,j

,j,i (t)

= 1,

∗
nc,f
k∗ ,j,i (t) = 1.
2

k=1

c,f
xk,j,i xc,f
k,j,i (t)nk,j,i (t) − 1

c,f
νk,j,i
(t)nc,f
k,j,i (t).

Case − 2: λfi,A (t) < λfi,j∗,B (t)
In this case, we have
λfi ∗ (t)

Nu


B. Summary of Optimization Procedure
So far, we derive the index for optimal MUE, PUE and
c,f
CUE. For the CUE with the indices k2 ∈ Kj,i
(t), we need
to try different combinations to ﬁnd the best combination

(20)

of two CUEs Q to be served simultaneously, which is very
complicated and unfeasible in practice. In order to tackle the
computational complexity, we propose a three-step optimization procedure.
Step − 1: Determine UE’s associations status
1 − 1): Based on the bias value θ, all the UEs in the system
can be decided as either MUEs or PUEs.
c,f
(t).
Step − 2: At time t, form the CoMP candidate set Kj,i
c,f
(t) should be associated
The CUEs in the same CoMP set Kj,i
with the same PBS.
2 − 1): Given an SINR threshold α, all the PUEs whose
SINR values are less than α are marked as CUEs and form
the CoMP candidate set.
Step − 3: At time t, apply the proposed resource scheduling
in two rounds
3 − 1): In the 1st round, following the discussion in Case-1
and Case-2, we assign the best UE (MUE , PUE or CUE) for
each RB at each MBS and PBS.
3 − 2): In the 2nd round, for each RB allocated to CUE at
the corresponding MBS and PBS, identify the second CUE
in the same CoMP set to share the same RB. Apply (4) to
obtain the equivalent channel gains. Then evaluate the SINR
and R to ﬁnd the second CUE via (36).
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we conduct the simulation study in a 19-cell
3-sector three-ring hexagonal cellular network by using the
extended typical urban (ETU) channel model. Simulation setup
follows the guidelines described in 3GPP technical report [1].
The total bandwidth is 10MHz, which is partitioned into 50
resource blocks (RB). The transmit power of the MBS is
46dBm (40W) and the transmit power of the PBS is 30dBm
(1W). 50 UEs are uniformly distributed in each sector and
travel at a speed of 3 km/h.
In Fig.3, we evaluate the performance of the systems with
and without CoMP, as well as with and without precoding. We
express the system throughput as the relative percentage of
the throughput of the homogeneous network, which consists

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a resource allocation scheme
for OFDMA-based heterogeneous networks with intra-cell
precoding-based cooperation. The proposed scheme can improve the network capacity and coverage considerably. System
simulation demonstrates the performance gains by using the
proposed CoMP and precoding techniques.
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with CoMP + precoding achieves a much larger capacity gain
than with CoMP only, approximately 830% vs 680% when
α∗ = 0dB.
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